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2] 

the houred 

porch swing 

and in the winter 

wind 

3] 

sustenance the civil 

and edward abbey ate hamburger like 

nature 

I mention book review and 

will a dam 

become natural and the forest around 

become natural 

the city about 

the dam 

and the road through 

beauty 

which is no sustenance but 

occasional 

floods 

biblical 

I will bring my camera 

4] 
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every spring 

the bees 

one flower to the next 

5] 

propagation 

the seeded too 

propagation were nature intended 

propagation 

the seeded too 

and honey 

the honey farm 

nectar 

I say 

lick me sarah are you 

fertile 

yet 

6] 

the same lake inwhich 

to swim 

a predatorial fish and 

there are snapping turtles 
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to swim among 

like the ocean 

the shark 

the garibaldi 

the surfer 

and the mountain lion eats what it kills 

I imagine and 

the territorial grizzly nearby 

camp 

what is wild 

and the scavengers to clean what would be cleaned in degradation like 

time 

next season 

were there newborn 

7] 

spirited like a rock climber 

8] 

and the crumbled rock 

and the secure granite is 

physics 

were god an instinct to say 

fifteen feet from the edge 

the crumbled rock is 

physics 
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9] 

and the weather 

erosion 

crumbles the rock 

and 

the type of rock 

does crumble 

is how 

to notice lesions 

10] 

once a shelf of rock fell from 

one thousand feet 

vertical 

once is one million years ago 

the geological striations 

and now 

11] 

crag 

and weathered wall differently colored 
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exposure 

rain 

12] 

the surface of personality 

what I see 

what it is I understand 

and appreciate nor 

mine 

for I once skied were 

avocation 

like george will for baseball 

13] 

the small private library 

open to the public 

14] 

there are professors 

the first day 

everyone will receive an ‘a’ 

15] 
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there are professors 

the end of the semester 

give all students ‘a's’ 

[their first year of professing] 

16] 

the small private library 

open to the public 

allows anyone 

during open hours 

17] 

the private library 

donated 

becomes an university called 

the university of virginia 

18] 

the private library 

in one’s living room 

19] 
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the dewey decimal system 

invented 

that philosophy be kept 

that history be kept differently 

20] 

the dewey decimal system nor 

john dewey 

for john dewey is in philosophy 

21] 

the pragmatist and 

the municipality 

the _best_ public advocacy is 

reading including 

bumper stickers with 

municipal logos 

22] 

and the movement for 
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small birdhouses 

in peoples’ front yards 

with unwanted books for exchange 

23] 

I took a book 

_burial practices and rituals_ 

from a little free birdhouse in 

someones’ front yard 

part of ‘the municipal movement’ 

24] 

it is interesting where I am walking 

the grass and 

there is no path and 

the butterflies 

25] 

if you keep your [skinnerianism] within your own culture [say others are [others] treated 

pavlovianistically] or in other ways including in esteem including in submission including in 

reverence including subordinately 
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two physicalities are required for skinnerianism two physicalities are required for pavlovianism 

pavlovianism is between two entities [nor sociological] 

26] 

the gold star 

is a sticker 

27] 

the gold star 

upon the rubric 

visible to 

the young student 

28] 

and I heard the wind beyond the patio 

the last of the leaves 

november 

29] 

the traffic in november is 

hollow and 

the setting sun 
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soon 

30] 

astronomy is 

a constellation 

I am not familiar 

31] 

the order of constellations 

were culture written 

with names 

32] 

orion’s belt 

nor the rest 

for three simple stars 

among 

33] 

and the red 

and the white 

34] 
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what I know no difference of 

say [caught] by 

the catcher and 

were catching a formal job 

[regrets] [to the assignment of catching] 

35] 

the opinion of a star 

the opinion of the stars 

a star has no opinion 

a star is made of material 

the stars have no opinion 

the stars are made of material 

and how shall I demythologize 

[next] 

and to say competition is 

natural selection regardless 

what is said [spencer] and 
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were first principles 

the only 

[I] 

36] 

brutish 

37] 

short [temporally related] [you] 

and like the caveman 

lifespan of twenty four years 

38] 

poor [niggardly] 

were poverty of the spirit like 

webster 

39] 

and culture 

and optimism of culture 

40] 

and there were a gathering 
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place 

inwhich the community 

the sabbath 

[on the seventh day god rested] 

[after 

[there were an oozement of everything into a planet 

[and plants and life and animals and snakes and serpents [too 

[and oceans and stuff 

[and a man with penis 

[gave a rib 

[and a woman with lactating breasts and uterus 

[and a bad apple 

[started a family tree 

41] 

what can be learned of a story 

what can be learned of folklore were folklore a story 

[were time set aside] 
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[the sabbath] 

42] 

carp 

the big one 

large scales 

sucker mouth nor 

teeth 

43] 

carp 

rise to the surface like 

ducks at 

the city pond and 

I with day old bread loaf 

44] 

the park bench 

and the tired 

were so sounded 

45] 
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carp 

the same bread 

the ducks 

twenty upon the surface 

lisping 

chasing bread 

46] 

carp 

the bottom feeder 

sucks 

microbials 

from sediment 

all its days 

47] 

carp 

were [they] to taste good with 

garlic 
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nor 

48] 

and the catfish 

I do not know 

whether [they] 

have teeth 

49] 

carp 

the goldfish 

50] 

carp 

grows to its environment 

and the coy 

the backyard 

51] 

culp 

52] 

the culp 
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53] 

culp 

the responsible 

54] 

culp 

were cause 

by nickname 

I have never owned a cb radio 

55] 

culp 

and were interest 

were the literati 

mystery interested 

[how does it end] 

[were for the terminal] 

[mention] 

56] 
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culp 

nor in my dictionary 

‘culp’ 

an unaffectionate nickname like 

‘nigger’ 

57] 

culp 

the feeder department 

the insurance money united states currency receiving department 

what is knowledge 

58] 

teleology of high school education 

teleology of college education 

59] 

penmanship 

and rights and lefts 

I learned in kindergarten 

60] 
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time telling and proper telephone answering and currency counting 

I learned in mrs. gnatzig’s second grade class 

61] 

communitas 

another 

were latin or no 

62] 

and civitas and gravitas and veritas 

63] 

there is a relevant concept 

to encapsulate 

all other concepts 

64] 

is a dictionary 

I know of webster 

of the congress websters 

there is a noah there is a daniel 
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there is a congressman webster 

65] 

and the oxford 

I say webster is the striation and 

mention 

two 

one of which a symbolic form 

[smiley face] [ :) ] 

twenty six letter in the alphabet 

66] 

the idea of community 

the idea of citizenship 

the idea of social tropism [question] 

the idea of truth 

the slogan of truth 

67] 

pedaling 

a bicycle 
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peddling 

an idea 

the lobbyist 

68] 

ritual 

and when once 

more 

69] 

a chants 

mesmerisms 

were after decided 

newly 

70] 

and the kernel 

for the body 

for the social 

the kernel were for the body 

71] 

ritual 

and chimes the sunrise 

morning 
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72] 

and how whitman calls a city 

a sabbath 

a doors open at nine am 

with keys 

for retail and 

language 

and girls wear dresses 

73] 

the book on female orgasm 

the academic study 

74] 

and playboy in 

shrinkwrap 

at the newsstand nor 

longer 

topless 

commentary 

75] 

to kiss a girl 

she the sharecropper 

the clovers 

76] 

and the sunbather I once saw among 
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nature 

her bikini top near her towel 

77] 

the subcontracted umbalmer 

too 

were an insurance provider 

78] 

the business thrown 

79] 

and the black 

and the rby spectrum 

color wheel 

black is every color 

black is the absence of color 

white is every color 

white is the absence of color 

I presently appreciate fuschia chartreuse 

I have hazel eyes 

round pupils 
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my feline has hazel eyes 

vertical pupils 

[prity gracie] 

[once bracketed] 

80] 

[the embalmer 

[and the needle 

[with plastic 

[presentation 

[should not be contested 

[the bottom line 

[bring your preferred clothes 

81] 

and the coroner were 

solemn 

[final] 

elected 
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82] 

the undertaker 

shall I mention the death industry 

the backhoe writeoff 

83] 

the quality cemetery 

not just every cemetery has 

eternity candles at little expense 

will you be around in five generations and if 

where will you relocate 

84] 

the headstone with 

no deathdate 

85] 

the same marble 

the middle of the forest 

to sit upon with 

no remains beneath 
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86] 

the calligrapher 

the stone etcher 

the polished stone 

lifted 

set 

after a reading 

87] 

and the will 

who asks 

88] 

the corpse at the hospital 

the corpse in bed near the spouse 

the corpse on the living room floor found after after were it a month to ask the coroner 

the happening of the corpse in a parked car 

quickly 

and the lovely funeral 

the jello 

89] 

what I know of childrearing before socrates 

1.  that youth existed 

2.  that youth need be corrupted 

3.  that children had presocratic brains 
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4.  that there were wooden dolls 

5.  that there may have been feats 

90] 

on feats 

the greatest feat of all is what I am most interested in 

91] 

on archangels 

three if I am not mistaken and 

why are they so privileged 

92] 

and the handprint with ink 

record 

93] 

and to say prefix 

ana 

94] 

a [thing] about assimilation were 

[their] becoming 

[their] indoctrination 

and were names kept 

and were names borrowed 
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and were streets named 

95] 

and dislocation 

I do not know 

I speak generically 

I speak without object 

I speak with thirty five phonemes from 

96] 

and the invention of phonemic theory 

that dialect 

that accent 

and colloquialisms are grammatic and word choice 

97] 

the perfected ignorance 

mentioned in a biography of 

mother theresa 

were a listen to persistence 

were a learned manner 

were patience 

were dogma 
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were presence 

98] 

_on nature’s started_ 

and there were what no one knows 

and said people and 

the peopling of people 

with language 

said 

on nature’s started 

said 

is a question of nature 

were people to say 

and upon 

and say having started 

afore 

there were births and namings and affections 

and certain there were rivers 

like there are 

snowmelted in springtime 

and sentimental and named 

what is drawn from the earth 

what is moved from the earth 

what is picked and 

put 

the arrangement of nature is 
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a semblance of nature I 

have a large conception of nature like 

poetry is inclusive of philosophy say 

death too is natural and 

what is moved may not be replace like 

what is necessary for 

anthropos for anthropology for 

what is required like I require 

99] 

the sunset and 

the war to the sunset 

the difference atween 

paleontology 

african colonialism 

100] 

the terminator was 

[bad] 

in the first movie 

101] 

on numerological superstition 

the thirteenth 

seven 

one 

102] 

on tarot 

I saw a movie 
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103] 

on divining water 

on the importance of water 

[whatever brings water] 

the divining rod brings water 

104] 

the supernatural and superstition 

the unexplainable 

is a scientific position requires laboratory 

funding 

more research there is a [thing] requires 

more research 

there is a question 

105] 

poetry and superstition 

the orb 

the audience of the orb 

106] 

and when the bookstore with the thursdays podium stops 

107] 

superstition and religion 
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sacred butchering regards 

nutrition 

108] 

superstition and astronomy 

the sunset and the wine at the sunset 

109] 

and it is dark and 

I am not afraid of the dark and I do not just say so 

and the moon 

and the cloud in front of the moon 

passing 

110] 

the fractal 

the aerial view of the canyon 

erosion 

111] 

the fractal 

lettuce 

and grown 

112] 
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spinach has iron 

bananas with potassium 

beets and the urination of beets 

salmon and fatty acids 

almonds and fatty acids 

113] 

the causticity of uric acid 

the causticity of hydrochloric acid 

the fatty acid and the health of fatty acid 

114] 

omega 

Ω 

seven vowels in the greek alphabet 

115] 

the parthenon with colorful lights afterdark 

from a window 

sole 

salad 

like the mediterranean 

115] 

and the neon like 

looking outside and older hotel window 

what are thessalonians in the bible 
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were the athenians 

not mentioned 

116] 

the magnet is from greece 

said walmart 

magnetic north ya know 

the ozarks 

[eh] 

117] 

the airborne variety 

the waterborne variety 

the bloodborne variety 

the onco department 

118] 

consult 

the onco department 

on lobotomal unification 

119] 

and the bone doctor would be 

nothing 

[nothing] 

without the central nervous system 
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]nothing[ 

120] 

intentions 

[intentions] 

[intention] is 

a secular concept 

were there no 

axiology 

121] 

and statistics 

and the foundations of statistics 

122] 

and qualitation 

123] 

nor one to meditate 

[on occasion] 

twenty minutes on occasion nor consider 

prayer is meditation 

124] 

flat to flat 

the loading dock 
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bicycle hop 

the bent spindle 

the bent flat bars 

125] 

and the nowhere curb 

an hop and 

down forty five degrees of grass land 

angled 

flat to flat 

126] 

and how I brag 

I have never jumped from a ski lift 

127] 

someone named shane climbed a tall ski vertical pole when 

there was no snow 

seventy five feet into the air and 

climbed from the vertical pole onto the ski chair 

watched a good view [sunset chair near hart prairie lodge] 

I have seen in winter 
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128] 

I was told by a snowboarder that the snowboarder next to him did a flip from the casino catwalk 

we were on chair one 

129] 

I have been astounded several times 

130] 

I once received an half gallon of mediterranean olive oil from a catholic food pantry 

131] 

the color of the smoke from my flint and steel lit additive free tobacco is grayish 

132] 

I once volunteered at a food pantry recommended by george mccullough as a matter of six hours 

of community service for my star rank in boy scouting 

as a food pantry volunteer we were allowed to help ourselves to food at the end of our shift 

there was corn there was meatloaf there were mashed potatoes there were picnic tables to sit at in 

the dining area of the building there was lemonade in pitchers there were sterno canisters alit 

133] 

girl scout cookies sold by brownies every march are my favorite I really look forward to girl scout 

cookies particularly thin mints 

to freeze 
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four dolluhs per box 

134] 

I never found gold in the superstition mountains 

there are scorpions under rocks in the superstition mountains 

thems fighting scorpions under rocks in the superstition mountains 

135] 

and where there is no water there will be 

a flash flood 

136] 

to watch 

the flash flood 

cascade from 

cliff walls 

137] 

to participate 

a flash flood 

above the spindle of a bicycle 

138] 

a desert flower 

yellow and near 

green valley 
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139] 

the green desert 

an instant and 

brown again 

140] 

and the vulture 

the scavenger 

[hours] 

nor reason to descend 

141] 

the thermal 

were 

the thermal 

were 

nor reason to descend 

142] 

the rock face 

sandstone 

unclimbable 

143] 
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the trilobite and the dinosaur tracks near 

tuba city 

there used to be a checkpoint on one side of the road 

there used to be a vegetable checkpoint on one side of the road 

144] 

and the sound of a suspension bridge cable 

struck with 

a large stick 

145] 

green chile 

stew 

the civilian conservation corps is 

six hours from what closes in winter 

146] 

from glen canyon dam 

painted with a crack by edward abbey 

four hour float to the put in where 

the seventeen day float 

al gore 

were edward abbey found a wife 

149] 
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the army chaplain 

mass had ended we had not yet gone in peace 

 ten pushups near the altar 

the monsignor announced he was going to boot camp 

150] 

the blessing of the rosary 

151] 

the church hopper 

the church politician 

152] 

and the round church 

contemporary 

blue translucent glass all about the ceiling nor 

other light 

153] 

I purchased three votive candles from 

west germany 

154] 

the nineteen eighties 

dayglow 

ronald reagan’s shooting 

I was a paperboy in nineteen eighty one 
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155] 

on the viscosity of ouzo 

sambuca is for 

ice cream like 

creme de menthe is for 

ice cream 

156] 

poetics and 

religion 

acts 

what is religion 

157] 

the speculative 

the comforting 

the sustainable 

the ritual 

158] 

poetics 

and the introduction of poetics 

159] 

and politics too 

aristotle 
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160] 

the translated poem nor 

the original 

[the translator 

[the motivation of the translator 

161] 

presentation is 

a room of people 

and the volume of the poet 

[wearing] 

162] 

the poem of another 

163] 

and astronomy 

when the social is exhausted 

164] 

the telescope 

the lensmaker the lensgrinder 

the child of the lensgrinder 

165] 
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and the expedition of the astronomer 

carrying canoe and 

arrows and 

tent 

nor civilization ten days were 

[self exile] 

[self banishment] 

166] 

and the bugs 

a mosquitoes collecting 

deoxyribonucleic acid 

169] 

the entomologist and the taxonomy of the entomologist 

four appendages 

mammalian hair 

omnivoric 

170] 

the dark movie the dark film 

won an academy award 

171] 

the nude at the museum 

bronze 

life size 

one of six 
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172] 

the airbrusher at the mall 

the glassblower at the mall 

the street wax painter 

nor the gum selling child without creative interest 

173] 

the chocolate and 

almonds 

174] 

thanksgiving 

the national holiday 

elk roast 

an elk in the wild 

and carrots 

and potatoes 

and celery 

and onions 

and salt 

slow cooked 

175] 

the flown bird 
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176] 

in the winter 

the migration 

snow 

and a barren trees 

177] 

preliterate history and 

the demonstrative teepee at 

the tavern 

a symbolic forms of the preliterate 

the exterior 

to admire with 

ale 

from the patio 

178] 

the material of ink 

the application of the material of ink 

[that others] 

179] 

were the corporate anthem 

were the barter anthem 

[the big house] 
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[filled] [with] 

[prosperity] 

180] 

the meat 

left for the dog 

181] 

the meat 

left for the dog 

was to be thrown away 

182] 

and the poison of time 

I had not realized poison 

183] 

the centered and 

the invention of religion 

184] 

were a senile nor 

elder 

185] 

the books lined the shelf and 
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and advocates of 

[books] 

and the dewey decimal system is numeric excepting 

fiction 

john dewey is numerically catalogued and 

unrelated 

and when there is no space 

and to dig a greater hole 

I once was told 

‘everyone should write a book in their lifetime’ 

186] 

the long arm stapler 

the two sided laser printer 

and no match for the calligrapher’s effort 

leatherbound 

187] 

and the voodoo 

and another name for voodoo 

I do not know 

188] 

the church and the building of the church 

were a kept rain 

I appreciate I have never owned an umbrella 
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189] 

the downtown with 

natural water 

the old building wrought iron fence 

190] 

the orange dinosaur 

the vegetarian dinosaur with 

two brains 

twelve stories tall 

one brain the size of a chicken's entire central nervous system 

too large to be hunted 

seaweed 

is or is not tasty could be said 

a single dietary nutrition of any 

species 

tastes nutritive 

and gray skin rumpled like an elephant 

lays eggs 

said the movie were 

amber with mosquitoes 

the mesozoic 

a swamp a man sinks to their knees and 

with boat 

humidities about listening to 

the occasional alligator 

glurp aneath a watery surface 

nor sound again until 

the bird 

calls 

like ponder I am no empath nor 

birdcall interpreter say 
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a sounds of an environment are 

expected having planned for sounds 

the dinosaur trumpets 

can be said by the studies of a paleontologist and 

another 

were there no other there were 

no call 

the mountain has no dinosaurs and 

a mountain flattens to sediment and 

the eight fall tallness of a carnivore eats 

the two foot tallness of a rodent carnivore egg layer 

and the fish dinosaurs with 

gills 

could be eaten on fish friday 

qualifiably and 

one trilobite is nor another trilobite and 

the horseshoe crab 

of today 

may or may not taste good and 

has not changed and cannot change 

in twenty million years 

[since the mesozoic anyway] 

the pterodactyl nor 

the efficient flyer 

extinction is nutritive 

extinction is habitative 

extinction is the weather 

extinction is a volcano 

extinction is conceptual 

extinction is mud 
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extinction is excessive rain 

extinction is one giant tar pit 

extinction is conceptual 

extinction is a paleontologist saying so 

extinction is a memory 

extinction is the way it was 

extinction is having taught a [thing] and standard is standard [now] [thus] [upon] 

extinction is fashion 

extinction is last year having recognized this year 

extinction is the last of a biological lineage 

extinction is the dodo bird 

extinction is a carrier pigeon 

having assumed the concept of extinction were one to assume the invention of species [question] 

assumes a variant future conditions 

extinction is the illustration of extinction 

extinction is the cause of extinction 

extinction is a dinosaur 

extinction is an edsel 

extinction is the introduction of an invasive species 

extinction is an invaded habitat 
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extinction is when a species is no longer noticed in the wild 

extinction is the taxonomy of taxonomy 

and the dinosaur ate seaweed 

the mesozoic era is two hundred fifty two million years ago to sixty six million years ago 

bellowed 

mated 

ate seaweed 

[paleozoic mesozoic cenozoic] 

191] 

ontogenics and a read book 

slept 

next to the pillow 

lights on 

192] 

the sundown 

foreplay is 

the sundown 

193] 

the aphrodisiac 

were dinner 

the red pepper flakes 

I insisted 

[somewhat] 

194] 
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cayenne powder is good for the circulatory system 

once in ice cream 

195] 

the herbal tea book 

dandelion 

I am told is 

fermentable 

196] 

and honey wine 

the naturopath 

197] 

the desert 

and to live in the desert 

198] 

I know what a desert is 

I know what the desert of the soul is 

I know what a desert is 

with yellow flowers on the cacti when 

the first rain 

199] 
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and the snakes lay out because 

it is not too hot 

yet 

200] 

and the hare and the javelina because 

the children's book said so 

and the jackalope because 

folklore 

and the tavern with a skull 

201] 

the dunes are one hour drive 

night 

from the top 

202] 

and the park ranger lived 

in the desert 

before becoming famous 

the writer 

lived in the desert 

203] 

the writer 

of the other writer who went to france 

204] 

how to sell books 
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1] have a book to sell 

2] speak good of the book 

3] speak of references 

4] realize an over assertive selling tactic may annoy the bookbuyer were the bookbuyer already 

convinced of purchasing the book 

5] present oneself as a reader 

a reader is 

     a] absorbed 

     b] has an appearance as one who reads 

     c] speaks in the language of their literary preference 

     d] may or may not carry a backpack 

     e] has a library card 

205] 

on the invention of dinosaurs 

a question of evolutionary theory [nor] 

and a bones 

brought from sedimentary stone to 

a steel gurney 

adhesively cemented reparatorily catalogued set in a climate controlled warehouse for occasional 

gallery display of three months per time 

206] 

and the theory of the dinosaur 

and the teleology of theories 

207] 

the caplitol with 

the senator 

people in ties 
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208] 

the quiet capitol with 

decisions 

209] 

the capitol with 

grass about the exterior 

210] 

the capitol with 

the sounding floors 

the floors sound as footsteps 

211] 

the records of the capitol 

across the street 

212] 

the tourists in the capitol 

the volunteer selling 

postcards 

213] 

the old door of the senator 

seven per wing 

with glass panes 

with painted names 

with painted titles 
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214] 

the secretary inside 

the senator's office with 

answers 

215] 

the senator walks by 

the scope of state governance is 

the state 

216] 

I would like to see the state archives archival building 

shelves regarding 

curiosity 

217] 

what land is once divided 

218] 

I once pedaled to another county 

219] 

the body of water separates new york 

michigan 

220] 

and the saint lawrence seaway to 
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duluth 

221] 

iowa is toward the sunset from michigan 

sunrise seven am this time of year 

222] 

thanksgiving and 

elk this year and 

mead 

I should make cornbread 

223] 

on the miniaturization of the world across the street 

the county park 

the world is twenty five thousand miles circumference around the equator 

two pi r 

pi r squared 

the radius of the earth [about] 

and that the world is flat because 

the horizon 

I explain the sunrise as 
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the sun orbiting the earth or the earth orbiting the sun 

and to say the moon is 

menstrual 

224] 

the grass slows 

and the leaves are gone 

225] 

and for dinner 

and there were the turn of turnalism 

sunrise is 

icelandik yogurt 

with honey 

something bread 

226] 

the imported fruit 

I once saw an orange tree 

rows of orange trees say 

orchard 

like the filbert orchard I once slept in 

227] 

I once saw an apple tree so many apples they were on the ground required 

a rake 

228] 
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pears from the same soil as apples 

different tree 

229] 

nor a carrot orchard exists 

nor a potato orchard exists 

nor a lettuce orchard exists 

nor a legume orchard exists 

I once saw a sunflower orchard 

called crop 

the heads rotate with the summer sun 

eight feet tall 

twelve inch circular heads 

brown 

and yellow petals 

like little league uniforms 

and september 

the field is silent like dead season is silent 

the turned soil 

for the spring 

nor a tomato orchard exists 

with little yellow flowers fromwhich 

the tomato comes 

three feet off the ground 

all the branches 
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nor like a vineyard 

a bunch of grapes 

for table wine 

the bottle says 

red wine 

the bottle says 

table wine 

I know cabernet sauvignon I know chardonnay 

the bottle says red wine 

[that is all] 

[from red grapes] 

[the ferment of red grapes a particular yeast] 

and the white 

and the breakfast bowl of granola grapes yogurt 

and some for raisonnettes chocolate covered raisins the same raisins for wine 

once grapes 

dried 

and plums are dried 

and sweet 

I have an affinity for plums 

and that which is dehydrated is good for portability 

230] 
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a  film 

the parts of apocalypse now 

the divisions 

the chapters of a book 

the cantotic poet 

the sonnetic poet 

and a mention afore a poem 

the divisions 

and divided into three equal parts equaling 

three hundred 

eight and one half by eleven inch pages ofwhich 

four poems per page 

231] 

an open letter to those with buck teeth 

just because you have buck teeth does not mean I am enamored to you 

232] 

john dewey lectured at harvard in nineteen thirty one 

israel scheffler was born in nineteen twenty three and taught forty years in the philosophy 

department at harvard university 

233] 

send in your ballot 

first measurable snowfall november twenty two 
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I once skied on thanksgiving day at a ski resort with natural snow on the ground 

234] 

the airborne car 

over the guardrail the driver 

taking a photograph 

from 

four hundred feet the opposite side of the guardrail 

235] 

of the people 

were sent 

the next generation 

236] 

and ritual 

were sent 

237] 

said of elders and 

they were dead 

[then] 

238] 

to make of folklore 

said the raven 
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stole the sun 

when there were no sun 

is said why [overcast] 

239] 

demythology and the act of demythology 

I enjoy campfires 

is cold autumn 

240] 

and peace 

I have no word and in 

defense 

defence [spelled differently] 

241] 

the teaching 

the teacher 

I am not aware 

242] 

and of thanksgiving when 

there were a fish put into 

a corn seed hole in the ground and 

sat around 
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eating 

243] 

dead season 

when the plants are done nor 

snowfall 

244] 

and first snowfall indoors through 

a window 

245] 

tracks 

the squirrel the snowfall 

nor the squirrel 

246] 

the squeak of the chairlift 

247] 

an old movie 

the actors are now 

248] 

I do not care to be any 

the idea of your heroes 

249] 
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lager beer manual labor beer 

250] 

and the honey local 

there is a word for reenactment 

[medieval] 

251] 

the pagan 

the soil 

the canopy were spring 

252] 

and the meadow 

she wore white 

barefoot 

253] 

other places with 

same names 

and geography the river nor 

254] 

the philosophy department 

the found philosophy 

published 
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were copyrighted [question] 

255] 

and the book of stories 

and the book of logic were way 

256] 

what of the philosophy of philosophy 

what of competitive philosophy 

what of natural selection and to explain 

257] 

the conceptual marriage and 

[they] are still different 

258] 

where one goes to die 

accepts insurance 

259] 

where one goes to die 

is decided 

260] 

where one goes to die 

were there an act of dying 

were one knowing of their own death 
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261] 

the pagan and death 

and those grown with hardened cemeteries they have always driven by with 

limbo areas 

262] 

and the river is grand 

the river has always been grand 

a traveler mentioned a river in india 

a body bumped against his canoe 

and there were freshwater dolphins 

263] 

the experience of a movie in theater 

the giant screen 

the size of a football field 

silverscreen 

and stadium seating and audio stereo as 

importantly loud and louder 

to sit in the front row with raisonnettes and 

the architect having planned for the front row as the best row for viewing 

and the theater introduces the movie 

in person 

and my raisonnettes are completed before 

the movie starts 
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264] 

the podium of the poet 

the podium of the professor 

the podium of the cantor 

the pulpit 

265] 

and were toni morrison the poet 

hers were a podium for five thousand audients 

said the president should be a poet 

nor she read poems 

hers were questions asked by the audience 

two hours 

she answered 

raised hands 

people standing to present curiosity 

266] 

eric johnson stratovarius 

donna jean godcheaux steinway 

blues traveler large fellow saxophone 

hohner key of c 

marine band key of c 

267] 

the independent bookseller the moonlighter 
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wrote literature 

268] 

and the u s poet laureate 

moonlighted 

dayjob as a physician 

269] 

what is interesting 

a nature of pronoun is 

transitive 

the algebraic sixth grader 

were 

geometric 

were 

were x to equal y which equals z 

[postulate] 

[nuh] 

theorem] 

x equals z 

what is interesting 

were semantics 

[nuh] 

270] 

nor have met someone named 

[Him] 

[It] 
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[They] 

[Couch] 

[Radio] 

[Music] 

[Carpet] 

[Electric] 

and were someone 

called 

[Life] 

hello 

my name is Greg 

271] 

ethics are different [∆] in 

a barter economy 

and morals 

the same and 

I have no symbolic form for 

the opposite of difference 

272] 

grand unification theory 

were it grand 

expects 

I eat the same thing for lunch every day 

there are twenty four hours in a day 
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273] 

I have never been to lollapalooza 

and jane once gave me 

a stuffed animal 

cowboys are east of seattle 

high plains 

starbuck is a municipality 

snows in starbuck 

I once was stuck in a snowbank in starbuck 

wanted to photograph the municipal sign 'starbuck' ten pm 

gentleman cowboy ranch truck said 'need any help' 

spokane has a double tree now owned by hilton 

and a silver metallurgical sided diner with 

cheeseburger [just one] fries and chocolate malt sunrise early diner 

the double tree had a two story elevator and 

an airport named geg and 

pullman is not far 

with grocer selling a carafe wonder bread jelly I think it was grape in a glass jar 

and honey wine is liquidious 

fermented and 
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sweet or dry 

just like table wine locally riesling I have never consumed wine at a picnic 

I have never played I never 

274] 

about people that lean like clocks and 

martin scorsese 

the invented metallurgy 

a middle reader story for nerds may or may not have won an academy award and 

sophia coppola did and is 

italian 

because her father owns a vineyard 

275] 

and [about] string theory 

it were chaos theory the butterfly 

the professor of curriculum and instruction tried to make sense 

[where is japan] [question] 

276] 

the only models of string theory I have seen have been two dimensional 

[presentation] 

nominal 

ordinal 

scatterplot 

[a graph of data] 

string theory as presented 
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scatterplot in three dimensions resembles 

the universe 

[xyz] 

[what is data] 

[what is theory] 

[question] 

[data relevant to [question]] 

[assemblage] [ordering of data] 

[interpretation of data] 

[presentation] 

an hunk of string 

277] 

ritual 

ritual monasticism 

disciplinary 

monasticism 

278] 

rams and goats 

the goat with the horns 
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jumped 

upon the other goat 

279] 

anoint 

with material 

the oil 

the water 

teleology of anointment 

280] 

the horn 

of the car 

and the afternoon silence 

again 

281] 

the neighborhood surrounding 

the baseball park 

282] 

the old neighborhood 

there is a neon sign visible 

from the fourth floor window 

[the third floor] 

283] 
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the lighted 

284] 

the found candle 

alit 

on the paper plate 

285] 

the tribe 

names itself 

286] 

the forty pound dog tied to the landscaping bush with climbing webbing 

like the forty pound female chow chow died in nineteen ninety eight 

sat on the ground 

287] 

the dog given as gift lasted 

fourteen years 

288] 

about runts 

small of the litter 

289] 

and purebreds 
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black 

a spot of orange on her tongue 

290] 

about territorial canines 

watchers 

291] 

about territorial ornithological species 

population density 

an habitat will sustain so many predators 

the owl 

one per city block 

owls are nocturnal hunt 

rodents 

a partial their size 

292] 

the domesticated animal 

the cold weather 

three inches of hair thick hair 

unbrushable hair 

and the malamute husky 

blue eyes 

iditarod 

four thousand miles [eh] [question] 
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293] 

a goldfish is not domesticated to be kept 

a guinea pig is not domesticated to be kept 

and whether felines 

and low maintenance pets 

and the ferret 

to keep in the hole in the wall 

294] 

the battery operated christmas tree ornament 

the battery operated candle 

melted to the dashboard 

295] 

thanksgiving leftovers are elk 

once 

thanksgiving leftovers are lamb chili 

296] 

where is scotia anyway 

where is brunswick anyway 

297] 

the woman who let the arrow fly 

topless 

barefoot 
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red hair 

size a breasts 

and there are scattered clouds 

298] 

the palm tree and 

the half buried coconut 

sand 

299] 

the fertile soil in the desert 

300] 

the introduction of christmas like 

the introduction of the easter bunny 

301 

the peep in the microwave 

the marshmallow in the microwave 

the egg in the microwave exploded 

smelled 

[rotten] 

[throughout the house] 

302] 
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was marcel duchamp the urinalist [question] 

303] 

and john cage the poet 

what is one blank page 

304] 

nor numbers the narrator nor page numbers 

305] 

and history is narration and bias is history and 

revisionism 

306] 

a respected fica professor of philosopher once mentioned 

I am a philosopher 

[my interpretation] 

[this is what a philosopher sounds like] 

[this is what a philosopher appears as] 

307] 

I once said to myself in the mirror 

I am a poet 

308] 

poetry is inclusive of philosophy 

and qualitation is inclusive of quantitation 
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309] 

and statistics is axiological mathematics 

310] 

is to say categories statistics is axiological mathematics 

311] 

the largest class I have ever taken had seven hundred students and 

professor with 

laser pointer 

312] 

I listened to toni morrison 

I listened to billy collins 

I listened to candidate clinton nineteen ninety two 

I listened to candidate obama two thousand eight 

I watched william rehnquist in nineteen ninety eight 

313] 

the protest cough within a class 

john belushi was not in the audience 

314] 

a good movie 

the obligatory blockbuster 

the good film 

I decide 
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315] 

and the old book 

a yellowed outer page edges 

the interior of the pages white 

near brittled 

316] 

the old car 

the new paint 

317] 

the apple without wax 

dull 

in appearance 

the box of apples 

the apple pie from 

the butter 

the brown sugar 

the cinnamon 

318] 

random 

the sound of rainfall 

random the clouds [today] 
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319] 

and the sound of snowfall upon 

the raincoat 

nor other sound 

320] 

tributaries 

gather unto 

and the flood when 

the banks 

321] 

the riverboat tied to the bank 

nor a soul 

the brown water 

and the quiet community 

dirt roads 

322] 

the winter precipitates 

the icicles of 

323] 

and in spring 

drip like 

thaw 
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324] 

and winter is beginning 

were snowfall 

melt for a noonday sun and 

icicles 

from at 

night again 

325] 

a roads 

a snowfall 

a lined center with harded snow 

326] 

the slow car 

another 

the same pace 

327] 

the antithetical to the antithesis and 

how 

six shot americano for me I am at the other table 

328] 

[thesis] 

is in a dictionary 
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[premise] 

[antithetics] 

[is schism] 

329] 

copyright law and the library of congress 

© 

330] 

forty years 

a movie is in the public domain 

white zombie 

331] 

the flip book 

mickey mouse 

one hundred frames meets 

minnie mouse 

332] 

advent 

film 

sneeze 

thirty two seconds 

nineteen o hundreds 

333] 

and film to the moon 

nineteen o five [~] 

and there were aliens 
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and there were plants 

black and white colorized eventual 

334] 

rosebud 

afore 

the rose 

335] 

and the rose garden 

were winter and 

twigs 

336] 

and the wind in the winter rose garden 

dirt 

the wind 

nor snow 

337] 

will a river freeze 

the moving water will not freeze 

the moving water will freeze 

338] 

the iceberg in 

the river 

339] 
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the iceberg in 

the lake 

to walk upon 

340] 

the two thirds beneath the water 

were it nine tenths 

were ten percent above the ocean 

the invisible iceberg 

341] 

the frozen arctic and water aneath 

the magnetic north inwhich 

all longitudes 

oppositely the south 

342] 

got the seventeen year old's attention with eunoia 

she was on the couch and 

I reading poetry 

after 

she kept the book 

a while 

concerted 

she was a painter 

343] 

eunoia eu noia para noia 

noia state of being eu 
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eu prefix 

noetics eunoet and bakhtin 

metanoia nor mononoia mesonoia and 

to sit indian style 

making a circle with one's index fingers and thumbs at elbow heighth eyes softly closed pondering 

[what is eunoia] 

344] 

an anthropology an anthropogenics of ontogenics may or may not resemble ontology 

ontonoia 

the study of being being 

345] 

and a variant thoughts in relation to metanoia 

[how did [you] get here] 

are these honey roasted almonds or peanuts [question] 

the container is facing the opposite direction 

they sure are delicious 

346] 

the afternoon sun recedes 

four pm 

it is winter near december and 

the shortest day of the year 

347] 

winter 
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outdoor municipal ice skating rink 

snow 

I once walked on a frozen lake one mile 

the new year 

348] 

I knew someone that knew someone once and 

he accepted a position elsewhere 

and so I decided to know someone else who knew someone 

in the interest of 

random smalltalk any chance I needed to mention 

[something] 

[to break a quietude] 

in the interest 

of people without mentioning names of 

who knew who 

[is that not interesting] [question] 

[would you like a refill on your coffee] [question] 

349] 

the neighbor 

350] 

societal expectations of neighbors 

a}  that loudness be atween the hours of eight am and ten pm sunday through thursday 

b}   

351} 
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the neighbor left a grocery bag of gardened tomatoes on the stoop 

ugly tomatoes like garden tomatoes are nor 

heirloom tomatoes just 

ugly and tasted 

good 

352] 

the welcome wagon rang the doorbell 

I had heard they give free fruit baskets 

she was nice 

353] 

when there were no electricity 

people lived poor brutish existences 

and then 

there was a social contract 

no no after original sin 

original position 

tabula rasa in sociological terms 

there was a social contract 

an actualization of the social contract 

anyway there was a guttenberg printing press in the sixteen hundreds and 

everything was 

libraried 

dewey decimaled eventual 
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sunken twenty seven stories below ground in 

a vault 

at 

the harvard museum of ethnology 

including photo archives with 

particular writing instruments to write 

archive numbers on the photographs 

in relation to a brief description to be 

dewey decimaled 

and tree cores at another location 

and seed vault at another location 

and ice samples at another location 

hundred thousand year old ice samples capture the atmosphere at the time 

striations 

of winter 

striations of geology 

sediment 

and oceans pass they dry 

a river where there once was an ocean 

striations of sediment revealed 

erosion 

and the paleontological specimen 

and the interpretation of a paleontological specimen is 

the ontological specimen is 

experience 

until they are dead 

and the interpretation of death is 
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and ritual death practice by the living 

and other anthropological thoughts 

baby naming 

union 

[and social value is associated with physics theories] 

social intercourse is a concept by john dewey 

john dewey commonly used the punctuative notation     ; - 

354] 

the shoes 

narrow in the toe for 

dinner 

concert 

355] 

the patton leather funk 

leather sole 

laces 

black called 

memphis 

walking shoes 

356] 

the bus ride is thirty six hours 

several stops 
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357] 

the train ride is forty eight hours 

sleeper cabin and 

porter 

united states currency the same as flying 

358] 

the found color television 

old box picture tube 

once thirteen inch black and white with earphone to plug in for others 

359] 

outside 

a first snow melted 

a snow on a topographed north side of each 

flatted texture 

360] 

the writing instrument 

the barrel for 

the cartridge medium now 

fine 

361] 

graphite will not write on wet paper nor 

erase 

362] 
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the provisions of nutrition 

the breadline warrants 

good bread 

363] 

lightning and winter lightning 

the sheetlightning 

the lightning struck 

the man 

to death 

364] 

on conservation 

on population 

on fences 

on ambition 

on opportunity 

on property 

365] 

the education 

the schools of education 

the function of education 
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the source of funding 

366] 

unschooling 

I had never heard of such a concept 

the source of funding 

school reform 

may or may not be a school of education 

367] 

the slate 

board 

held in hand 

the chalk 

the homeschool 

368] 

at the archer at the range and 

two by fours at the hardware 

for my porch swing 

369] 

the pedestrian bridge 

fifteen years ago and 

medians 
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streetlights 

370] 

truth presented in context 

the film 

and were it truth 

371] 

and the accuracy of context may or may not matter regarding 

truth 

and the opposite of truth as reliable 

372] 

art glass 

blown glass 

clear glass contained in 

lead 

373] 

the curation of one's living room 

and to fall asleep upon 

morning coffee on the table 

374] 

classic literature is 

a third printing book 
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and to own a first copyright print 

having read 

the impressionable 

375] 

the zane gray inwhich 

the cowboy shoots the assailant woman 

nurses her back to health in a box canyon as 

a posse attempts to rescue her 

he kisses her 

© 1912 

376] 

looks like weather today 

like yesterday 

through a bakery window 

377] 

to say cold 

fingers 

were frozen blood within 

toes 

378] 

I only speak of weather 

I only speak of what causes weather 

the stranger causes weather 
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379] 

the neighbor jill 

the neighbor canine jack 

and matilda the feline 

the other neighbor's 

housecat once named bruno 

the canine now 

deceased 

380] 

the grass lays flat 

the first snowfall the grass does not lay flat 

january 

the grass lays flat beneath 

snow 

381] 

and a wind across a snow surface 

and a snow surface completed 

and knee deep snow surface 

and a surface solid to stand upon 

and a wind across a snow surface nor 

new snow 

icy snow blowing above the prairie snow 

382] 

icy snows of yest blown and blowing 
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bites like wind 

exposed cheeks 

one loses their direction like compass 

blowing snow 

383] 

lake ice 

and I cannot see a forested edge 

blowing snow intermittently caught 

released 

caught again 

and there are patches of ice bare ice inwhich 

no snow 

the same blowing storm 

and now a drift 

385] 

the ice shack 

the hole in the middle 

the auger 

[outside] 

[where there is no propane heater] 

the tipup 

386] 

twelve inches of ice 

eight inches is good for a station wagon to stuck in the middle of a lake in january 

comes march 
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the top inch is slush first 

ice melt 

the middle is the last to melt 

387] 

food I plan to take snow camping 

a] coffee and liquid fuel stove 

b] oatmeal 

c] tang 

d] poptart 

e] angus beef hot dogs 

f] can of corn 

g] four slices of quality bread 

h] brownie 

* snow is water 

_ 
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